In order to get better clustering precision, the traditional clustering algorithms usually need the support of large amount of historical data. The impact it brings about is: the previous clustering algorithm seems not effective if there exists some information losses in the current situation data collection and the division relationship between datasets is not significant. In this study, a novel clustering technique called transfer entropy weighting soft subspace clustering algorithm (T_EWSC) is proposed by employing the historical information. The properties of this algorithm are investigated and performance is evaluated experimentally using real datasets, including UCI benchmarking datasets, high dimensional gene expression datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is able to use historical information to make up for the inadequacy of the current information and perform well.
INTRODUCTION
Clustering techniques have been studied extensively in the area of statistics, machine learning and database communities in the past decades. In most traditional clustering algorithms, the data points in a given dataset are partitioned into clusters such that the points within a cluster are more similar among themselves than data points in other clusters. Such analysis methods can quantitatively determine the similarity relationship between the samples, thus achieve the purpose of rational clustering and analysis. Some well-known clustering algorithms are proposed, such as the FCM algorithm based on the fuzzy theory [1] , the PCM algorithm based on the probability theory [2] [3] and the MEC algorithm based on the entropy theory [4] [5] .
Although these famous clustering algorithms show their better performance in processing datasets with different characteristics, they all have the same premise condition-the clustering samples to be processed must be mass and informative. Actually in the real production or living environment, the data collected often exists the following several problems. (1) Due to the confidentiality of the production or the industry itself is a new emerging industry, it has no accumulated data, these easily caused the data obtained is too limited to meet the requirements of the traditional clustering algorithms;
(2) The loss of data or data distortion during the transmission because of the interference caused by various factors will also indirectly resulted the failure of the traditional clustering algorithms. As the above scenarios are common in the real production environment, if we continue to use the traditional clustering methods to handle such scenarios of clustering tasks, this often leads to unsatisfied clustering performance or the risks of clustering failure. Considering this situation, historical information (data samples or knowledge) is a good compensation to this problem. However, the historical data is often difficult to obtain due to the confidentiality or other factors. The knowledge summarized from the historical data are more easily to obtain and suitable than the domain source data. For example, the cluster center obtained through the historical is just the abstract representation of the class knowledge, thus it doesn't result the information leakage of the source data. Therefore, it is very significant to study how to use this part of knowledge to guide the current clustering process to solve the problems of data deficiency or information losses.
According to the above problem, the transfer learning method is worthy of reference and discussion in clustering areas. Transfer learning is a new machine learning framework, it differs from traditional machine learning methods. This method learns a compact and effective representation from a source domain, and then applies the obtained feature representation methods to the target domain, therefore, transfer learning can be effectively share and transfer information between similar domains or tasks. In recent years, the transfer learning received widely attention and research, it has been deeply discussed in supervised learning areas (classification and regression), as mentioned in [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Introducing the transfer learning methods to clustering algorithm has been studied preliminarily. But in the field of fuzzy clustering, the corresponding work are rarely worldwide.
Subspace clustering have been proposed to overcome the challenge of high dimensional clustering problems, and has been studied extensively in recent years [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The goal of subspace clustering is to locate clusters in different subspaces of the same dataset. In general, a subspace cluster represents not only the cluster itself, but also the subspace where the cluster is situated.
Although many soft subspace clustering algorithms have been developed and applied to different areas, it also faces the problems of data deficiency or information losses. Motived by the transfer learning, we proposed the transfer entropy weighting soft subspace clustering algorithm (T_EWSC) to tackle this problem, by clustering the target dataset with the help of the historical knowledge. The proposed T_EWSC algorithm can effectively use the historical knowledge to guide the current clustering task with the problem of data deficiency or information losses to obtain a better clustering performance. Thus the proposed algorithm is better able to cope with the variable and complex clustering tasks under the reality environment, it has a good practical application value.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A detailed review of the soft subspace clustering algorithms is provided in section 2. The proposed T_EWSC algorithm is presented in section 3. Experiments and results are reported in section 4. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in section 5.
SOFT SUBSPACE CLUSTERING
The existing soft subspace clustering algorithms can be divided into two main categories: fuzzy weighting subspace clustering and entropy weighting subspace clustering. The most classical soft subspace clustering algorithm is the Fuzzy Subspace Clustering (FSC) algorithm [12] . The objective function of FSC can be formulated as:
where N is the number of data samples; C is the number of clusters; D is the dimension of data samples; V = [v 1 , …, v C ] and U = [u ij ] C × N are the cluster center matrix and the partition matrix respectively. It is clearly that a fuzzy weight w ik is assigned to the features of different clusters with a fuzzy index τ.
It is therefore referred to as the fuzzy weighting subspace clustering algorithm here as well. Some similar fuzzy weighting subspace clustering algorithms are also proposed [13] . The latest advance in soft subspace clustering is the introduction of the concept of entropy [14] [15] [16] , and the corresponding algorithms are called here as entropy weighting subspace clustering algorithm (EWSC) [14] . Unlike fuzzy weighting subspace clustering algorithm, the weights in entropy weighting subspace clustering algorithms are controlled by entropy. In general, the objective function of EWSC can be defined as:
Recent studies show that the entropy weighting subspace clustering algorithms can usually obtain better performance than other subspace clustering algorithms, including most hard and soft subspace clustering algorithms, on high dimensional data such as gene expression dataset [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . By observing the existing soft subspace clustering algorithms, we find they also face the problems of data deficiency or information losses. An effective way to overcome the above problem is to extend the concept of transfer learning in soft subspace clustering. In the next section, we will address the relevant issue and describe the proposed transfer entropy weighting soft subspace clustering algorithm in detail.
TRANSFER ENTROPY WEIGHTING SOFT SUBSPACE CLUSTERING
Although the soft subspace clustering algorithms are proved to have good clustering performance in processing various datasets, the superiority of these algorithms are under the condition that the dataset has a large amount of data samples or the information of the data to be analyzed is fully contained. When the dataset is insufficient or the some information is lost, this brings serious challenge to the soft subspace clustering. The effectiveness of soft subspace clustering will not be guaranteed. In order to make the soft subspace clustering algorithms still maintain a high clustering performance in the above situation, we studied the corresponding entropy weighting soft subspace clustering with the ability of transfer learning. In constructing the transfer soft subspace clustering framework, one of the key work is how to use the existing historical
information (like historical cluster center) as auxiliary data to make up the data deficiency or information losses in the current clustering task, and get a better clustering performance.
Introducing the transfer learning to the soft subspace clustering algorithm, one kind of the useful knowledge can be described as cluster center obtained from historical data through the soft subspace clustering algorithm. In order to transfer the historical knowledge effectively to guide the current clustering task, we construct an entropy weighting soft subspace clustering function with the ability of transfer learning (T_EWSC). The objective function can be defined as follows:
(3)
where X current represents the dataset of the current clustering task, is the historical cluster center obtained from the history dataset, U represents the partition membership matrix and V is the cluster center of the current clustering task. λ 1 and λ 2 are regularization parameter to balance the weighting of the current clustering task and the use of history information.
It can be clearly seen from the objective function of T_EWSC that it can be divided to two items. The first item J EWSC is the original entropy weighting soft subspace clustering algorithm, its essence is to use the EWSC to cluster the current dataset. The second item J transfer is called transfer item, it can use the historical cluster center effectively to guide the current clustering task. Integrating the two items to make them work collaboratively, we can get the transfer entropy weighting soft subspace clustering algorithm. Its essence is to clustering the current target task while using the historical information to guide the clustering process to avoid the performance degradation caused by data deficiency or information loss.
The objective function can be formulated as: (6) s.t.
To minimize the objective function of T_EWSC in (6), we apply Lagrange multipliers and obtain the U, V and W updating equation respectively.
The updating equation of membership is obtained as follows:
The updating equation of cluster center is obtained as follows:
The updating equation of weights for each feature are obtained as follows: Therefore, the procedures of transfer entropy weighting soft subspace clustering algorithm (T_EWSC) can be summarized as follows:
(1) Set the number of clusters C, the fuzzy weighting index m, the regularization parameter λ 1 and λ 2 . Initialize the fuzzy partition u ij ; (2) Compute the clustering centers matrix V using Eq. (8);
(3) Compute the partition matrix U using Eq. (7); (4) Compute the weighting matrix W using Eq. (9); (5) Repeat step (2) to step (4), until the termination criterion is satisfied.
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 4.1. Experiments Setting
Like most FCM framework-based algorithms, it is necessary to set the fuzzy index m of fuzzy membership appropriately in the T_EWSC algorithm. According to the corresponding research and a considerable number of experiments, the parameter setting in our experiments are show in Table 1 . Where N is the number of data samples, D is the dimension. However, it is difficult to directly choose suitable values of γ, λ 1 and λ 2 since the domain knowledge for tuning these parameters for different datasets is not available. So we introduce the clustering ensemble strategy weighted bipartite partitioning algorithm (WBPA) to provide a more robust and stable clustering results.
In experiments, we compare the proposed T_EWSC method with two traditional subspace clustering algorithm: EWSC [14] and ESSC [15] . In this work, two metrics, the rand index (RI) and the normalized mutual information (NMI) [22] , are used for evaluating the performance of proposed T_EWSC algorithm. RI is defined as follows: 
Where f 00 is the number of pairs of data points having different class labels and belonging to different clusters; f 11 is the number of pairs of data points having the same class labels and belonging to the same clusters; N is the size of the whole dataset.
NMI is defined and computed according to the formula below, Where N i, j is the number of agreements between cluster i and class j, N i is the number of data points in cluster i, N j is the number of data points in class j, and N is the size of the whole dataset. Both RI and NMI take a value within the interval [0, 1]. The higher the values, the better the clustering performance.
UCI Datasets
The performance of the proposed T_EWSC algorithm has been evaluated using the four UCI datasets. The datasets are shown in Table 2 .
In order to evaluate our proposed T_EWSC algorithm, we extract 75% of the original dataset as the history dataset X history , the remaining 25% data samples as the current dataset X current , we construct two different current dataset: X current−full contains the whole class data samples; X current−lost lost one class information. The two datasets represent the problem of data deficiency and information losses respectively. Experiments are conducted with the UCI datasets by running each algorithm 10 times. The clustering results, expressed in terms of the means of the RI and NMI values, are tabulated in Table 3 and 4 respectively.
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Transfer Entropy Weighting Soft Subspace Clustering It is evident from Table 3 and 4 that T_EWSC demonstrates the best performance in the clustering of the four UCI datasets. When the number of the current dataset is limited, if we continue using the traditional EWSC and ESSC algorithms, the clustering performance will degenerate seriously especially when there exist clustering information lost. There are two reasons for this phenomenon. (1) Due to the limited clustering samples, some information may missing, this increases the difficulty of clustering. (2) Using the original clustering method on a limited dataset, the cluster center will deviate from the actual center, this reduced the clustering accuracy. Introducing the historical cluster center as the history information into the current clustering process, the current cluster center is close to the historical cluster center if we set the regularization parameters λ 1 and λ 2 , the transfer clustering framework increase the clustering effectiveness significantly.
Finally, the proposed T_EWSC algorithm just need the historical knowledge instead of the history source data, it protects the history in a certain extent, especially in the area of military data or business secret data. 
Gene Expression Datasets
In this experiment, five real cancer gene expression datasets [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] are used to test the performance of the proposed T_EWSC algorithm. The datasets are summarized in Table 5 . Like many bioinformatics datasets, the cancer gene expression datasets used here contain a small number of samples but a large number of features, suffering from the curse of dimensionality. As our preprocessing in the four UCI dataset, we conduct the same extraction on the five cancer gene expression datasets. In terms of the means of the RI and NMI values, Table 6 and 7 show the clustering results obtained by executing each algorithm 10 times.
The finding obtained on the five gene expression datasets are similar to that in section 4.2, which demonstrates the advantages of the proposed algorithm once again. As the number of data samples is very limited in these five gene expression datasets, the original EWSC and ESSC algorithms are unable to clustering the current datasets, but with the help of the historical cluster center, it gets the better clustering performance.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the transfer entropy weighting soft subspace clustering algorithm (T_EWSC) is proposed to tackle the challenges of data deficiency or information loss. A novel objective function integrating the transfer learning is proposed based on the entropy weighting soft subspace clustering. The proposed T_EWSC does not need the support of a large number of historical data, it just needs the history knowledge to clustering effectively. Because of these characteristics, T_EWSC algorithm can use the historical cluster center to guide the clustering process, and can rise the protection of historical data. This study will further extend to improve the performance of the existing subspace clustering algorithm to improve their ability to cope with the large scale datasets or streaming datasets. In addition, a theoretical study on the parameter setting of the T_EWSC algorithm will be conducted, which will be of great importance in providing useful and convenient guiding principles for the T_EWSC algorithm to be applied to real world applications. 
